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“Using Karma is easy. I can access almost all the brands I need
and the app is so easy to use. It’s really helped me budget and plan
ahead”

Seamless, simple, secure.
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Hi there, we're Karma.
Born from ethical roots, supported by over £14m in social
enterprise investment, helping customers daily.
Karma is fighting for a world where hard working people are rewarded with
financial support that is reasonable, responsible and delivers what they need,
when they need it most. In a time of great instability, we are determined to to
help vulnerable people access the essential products and services when it’s
needed most.

Quick, easy, and secure.
Karma’s unique digital first platform provides a solution that is quick to
implement, easy to scale, and efficient to run. Using only closed loop
vouchers we connect recipients directly with the a broad selection to
online and high-street brands that can service their essential needs.

Seamless, customer centric, digital first.
Our technology gives recipients access to a market leading, seamless, ondemand app/portal that delivers digital closed loop vouchers that are
ready to use straight from app when and where they’re needed.
Administrators are provided with a portal offering maximum control over
recipients, voucher issuance, spending limits, brands and billing.
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Meet the Karma Team

Our diverse, high performing team is built from a number of industry specialists with experience in both private and public
sectors. The team have significant expertise in leading and delivering digital initiatives across multiple sectors.

Minck - CEO

A Former professional athlete keeping the
team on track to deliver our market leading
solution. A co-founder with 11+ years of
financial services experience in private and
public sector.

Stuart – Partnerships

A voucher and reward platform master
bringing 20+ years of deep industry
expertise. Makes sure our platform is
always leading in the market.

Luke – Implementation

Strategy and innovation guru with 7 years
experience of bringing digital solutions to
market. Makes sure our product is built
with our customers at our heart and is
configured to the clients need.

Chaitanya - CTO

Patanjali – Data Privacy

Carmen – Content and PR

Clare – Commercial Officer

An award winning leader and co-founder in
Finance, AI and Blockchain solutions.
Responsible for building and maintaining
our versatile platform.

Award winning marketing CMO and content
professional. Carmen is responsible for
managing PR and creating content and
educational materials for end recipients.

William – Customer Support

A true customer gem leading our customer
support team. Always on hand to go the extra
mile when our customers need a little extra
support.

Serial entrepreneur and founder of a
wealth advisory firm focused on
structed products. Pats is responsible
for global operations and data privacy.

A master at all things commercial and
helping to win over our clients. Clare will
be on hand to understand your needs and
make sure that our solution will deliver
for you.

Gabby – Success Manager

A true champion at forming the strongest
relationships. Helping to make sure we
never miss a beat for our clients and
continuously surpass expectations.

We are a team of dedicated, hands-on individuals that will be proud to
work with you to deliver our leading voucher solution.
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Making the headlines
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Social Value
Ethical core business

Our core busines was born from the mission of
getting the most vulnerable out of debt.

Carbon neutral

Our servers our carbon neutral using renewable energy.

Apprenticeships

We aim to offer ‘access to FinTech’ work experience and
apprenticeships to less advantaged young adults.

Paperless

Our digital first solution means no voucher ever
need ever be printed.
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RECEPIENT

Platform Benefits
Our market leading platform has been built with the customer at our heart. We provide a seamless, simple
and secure experience for recipients whilst maximising control, efficiency and scalability for buyers.

Intuitive

Simple and easy to
use platform

Customer Values

Select fixed amounts or
custom values

50+ Brands

Spending Limits
See exactly how
much is available

Real time voucher
balances*

Live Balances*

On-demand
Instant voucher order
and issuance

Send Vouchers

Wallet
All vouchers in one
simple place

History

Support

Across multiple
categories

Send vouchers to
family members

Complete order
history

Live chat, FAQs and
phone lines

Our app was built from the ground up with real customers for real customers. Designed with simplicity, transparency and control in mind,
we provide the easiest path for customer access the products and services they need. The on-demand approach means no inventory
management, no over-ordering, and because on the digital nature lost and stolen voucher should never happen.
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ADMIN

Platform Benefits
We know that security, control and efficiency is critical to provide a seamless uninterrupted service that you
and end recipients expect. We’ve designed our platform to offer a number of custom configurations that will
surpass expectation.

Tailored Sign-Up

Tailored registration and
verification to match your
needs

Access controls

Set custom admin
permissions for users

Spend Limits

Fraud Prevention

Custom Brands

Block/Unblock

Set spending limits
for all or individuals

ID&V checks can be
built in as standard

Turn on / off brands
as required

Easily turn-off/on
recipients

Notifications

Profile history

Dashboard

Simple billing

Send unique
communications

See order history per
profile or for all

See and export all
critical data

Billed only for what is
issued

During implementation, we will work with buyers to configure specific platform requirements, including verification, brands, voucher
values, and spending limits. We will provide training to make sure that all users know the features and controls available and how they
work.
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Implementation

Karma use an effective and proven implementation programme that we are able to flex to work at the Buyers pace. We have a successful track record of
onboarding new clients in days rather than weeks. The timelines shown are indicative and can be flexed once we have fully understood unique requirements.
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Stakeholder identification

Major Tasks

We anticipate the implementation process to take up to 10 working days
before the platform is ready for go live although it is likely to be less.
The key objective of the implementation plan is to create a schedule of
work that will facilitate the successfully on-boarding and go-live of the
Buyer and end-recipients onto the Karma voucher distribution platform.
Each Buyer will be allocated a implementation SME to facilitate and
coordinate the process.
Pre go-live the Buyer should:
 Be confident that the platform is configured to specific requirements
 Understand the platform and have knowledge of available levers
 Be confident that the platform is fit for purpose
 Know that the platform will offer end-user a superior experience to
seamlessly acquire and redeem close-loop vouchers

Platform tutorial, operational mechanism
sign-off
Establish buyer requirements
Buyer platform on-boarding and
configuration
End-user whitelisting and configuration
Load testing, UAT and operational
readiness testing
Customer service upskilling for specific
changes for buyer
Buyer Platform training
End-user engagement communications
materials
Demo and go-live decision
Facilitated on-boarding support and BAU
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Implementation
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Training & Support

Karma is committed to all stakeholders having a seamless experience
using the Karma platform including Buyers and end-recipients.
Due to our low touch approach, we are confident that our buyer platform
will require little training. For end-recipients, our web and app mechanism
is seamless and intuitive. Karma will provide training to the Buyer on the
use of the Platform through appropriate channels, including workshops, etutorials and videos. End recipients will also receive training
communications on how to use the platform. Post implementation, a
number of support channels will be available including, live chat, chat bots,
a searchable FAQ bank and phone support.
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Communications

Karma aim to support the buyer and end-recipients at every step.
During the initial implementation stage we will work with the Buyer to
produce a detailed internal and external communication plan to support
transition, adoption and usage of the new platform. We will work with the
Buyer to augment our existing communications library to ensure materials
are fit for purpose and meet the needs of audience. Specifically,
communications will advise end-recipients: how to navigate the Platform,
the choice of Vouchers that are available, any applicable scheme criteria,
eligibility criteria, how to access and apply for the Voucher.
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Case Studies

borofree is Karma’s core business, providing an ethical interest free alternative to pay
day loans through retail vouchers – issuing closed loop retail vouchers with £’000s of
value every week.
borofree is currently offered as an employee benefit through registered employers and
is going through a period of rapid growth. New employers are added to the platform
every week.
With a number of verification methods available, our platform is easily able to
accommodate the needs of employers to verify their employees. In addition, we
perform KYC & ID checks as prescribed in the PSR for added security and safety.
Set-up is fast and requires no integration with the average onboarding duration of 2-4
days depending on the verification method.

“2020 has been hard on us all, but our management team have

managed to find support for our staff that helps their financial
wellbeing. The salary advance solution from Karma truly appeals
to our staff and has helped BPO with employee engagement and
support across our business.” - CEO BPO
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Karma work very closely with Tillo, an industry leader in voucher distribution.
Our platform is directly integrated into Tillo’s world-class technology via APIs, allowing
Karma to operate our real-time on-demand mechanism. Tillo is on a mission to support
businesses realise the potential of vouchers.
The partnership allows us to scale without interruption to voucher ordering and
distribution, capable of supplying 000’s of unique vouchers simultaneously across
many known high-street and online brands.
Supporting supplier case study:
Tillo has been working with Client since 2016, providing an API-based platform to
distribute multiple merchant closed loop vouchers to end users via code delivery, and
displayed within client’s portal.
This relies on Tillo’s ability to ensure voucher schemes are fully compatible with the
buyer’s systems during implementation to ensure system access is streamlined for
recipients. The platform required various levels of system access to allow for recipients
to organise, manage and analyse perks.
Buyer communications and queries were managed by our service delivery team, who
supported Client and collaborated with retailers to ensure expectations were
understood and delivery was consistently monitored. Tillo has been processing over
400,000 successful transactions per year for Client.
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Disclaimer
The content of this presentation is proprietary and confidential information of Karma Technologies International Ltd.
It is not intended to be distributed to any third party without the written consent of Karma Technologies International Ltd.

